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1. P.P. vs P.K. 
"Win on the P9. and lose on the P.K." 

2 	toot le,,,, better have a good P.K. 
Y 	Recent results suggests that a strong P.N. is a key factor in success. 

2012 NHL Playoff Resul s...NHL orn 

n GP I 	L PP% PK% Result 

LA Kinks 20 16 	I 	4 17 1 92.1 Stanley Cup Champions 

NI Devils 20 14 	l 	lO 05.3 13.2 Stanley Cup Finalists 

NY Rangers 20 10 	1 	10 17.8 84.1 Final (East) 
Phoenix 
Coyotes 16 9 	1 	7 10.0 90,8 Final (West) 

.BeSt P 	— Philacl 'Ina 35 7% 
'Best P — Los An eles and St. Louis 92.1% 
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LA KINGS 

SPECIALTY TEAMS SUCCESS 
1. 	kries ch. et -Game 3,5.' peeled. scare 0-0. 130 NewJersey PP 5:3' 0 goals 
13 	Sean changer -Game 6.13  period. score 030.3 min. majo• 3 pais for LA 

LA Kings 

Game PP PR +1- W/L 
6 3/9 2/2 .3 W 

s 0/2 2/2 

4 1/4 3/3 .1 L 

3 2/2 6/6 =2 W 

2 0/2 4/4 0 W 

1 0/1 2/2 0 W 

6/20 - 30% 18/19 = 95% 
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3. CFI-U.111ft INUIVILJUAL 

TACTICS 
>Communication on ice is critical. 
>Work hard to force face-offs. 

)Short shifts-use 3/4 units at 30-40 seconds each. 

)-Pressure is only effective if players support. 

>Use "bump and go" tactics. 

)'Good Stick." 

)-Fronting and shot blocking are important. 

>Angling and defensive body positioning are critical. 

>Discipline. 

2. PENALTY KILL PHILOSOPHY 
A Styles to Consider 
> Aggressive = Pressure 

> Stall =Contain 

> Combination Pressure to Contain 

B 	Coaching Considerations 
> Forecheck - what do you want at your blueline? 

> 	NZ recovery - how do you handle their entry? 

> Dl recover - what do you give up or deny? 
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4. TEACHING POINTS 
Goagender's Role 

la Stop the puck, control rebounds...what else? 

> Block passes through the crease. 
3. Set up pucks for Don shoot-ins — shoot-outs. 
3. Playing the puck...when? How? Where? 

When to Pressure? Trigger Moments 
T• "Bobble— Opponent has poor puck control. 
la 1:1— Opponent is isolated. 
3. 'Chases" — Loose pucks and shoot-ins. 
35 `Head Down" — Opponent is looking at puck. 

3. 3 point pressure with a man and 14 behind. 

4. TEACHING POINTS CONT'D 
When to contain? Positioning 

• Man and >4 idea. 
• Late in shifts. 
• Shot coming through to net...control rebound area. 

• Speed in opposition attack. 
• Outnumbered and they have good puck control. 
• Watch the shot off the backboards. 
• Puck low then 0 low. 

5. SYSTEM OPTIONS 5:4 
Determined by:  
D Opponents strengths, weaknesses and systems. 

D Energy level 

D Time of game 

35 Score of game 

D Coaches philosophy - pressure, contain cu hybrid. 
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FORECHECKING 5:4 

Narrow Double 

NARROW DOUBLE: 
Contain, delay and force to outside. 

Fl swings in and then out 
through middle. 

F2 comes from opposite side 
and swings across (shallow) 
angling the play. 
Skating patterns is Inside the 
dots. 

Good defensive support into 
neutral zone — no 
outnumbered situations, 

FORECHECKING 5:4 

QUICK CHASE: 
Create pressure through speed 
d tiplion h . 

1. 0 opponents are casual 
going back. 

2. We have a good change 
(energy). 
Fl pressures puck — centres 
back hard through middle 
when puck is moved. 
F2 aligns with puck position 
— reads to anticipate 1° pass 
receiver and forces to create 
turnover — comes back hard 
through the middle. 

Quick Chase 

FORECHECKING 5:4 

"ACTIVE" TANDEM:  
Make "contain" and delay 

• (pressure if good chance). 

fl marts about top of circle 
and steers puck carrier to 
outside — on the pass comes 
back hard through the 
middle in good support 
position. 

Fl D high (inside blue line) 
delays till Fl starts towards 
middle, then starts to angle 
Pi pass receiver. 

.1 

Active Tandem 
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PENALTY KILL SYSTEMS 5:4 
Neutral Zone Coverage  
Forechecking patterns will influence neutral zone tactics. 

Ss Early lock on outside lane and defense adjust. 

> Forward "tracking" through the middle and forcing puck to outside. 

> Early force (by forward or 0) before red line. 

3- Wide double swing with 4 across to stack the blue line. 

NEUTRAL ZONE 5:4 

EARLY LOCK ON OUTSIDE LANE: 
3 across with middle support 

Early Lock Fl will have law 
support works with puck 0-man. 
Weak side 0-man usually to net 

FP conies back hard and covers 
middle first. 

Early Lock 

 

NEUTRAL ZONE 5:4 
"TRACKING" (FORCE)  
THROUGH MIDDLE AND  
SUPPORTING OUTSIDE  
OVERPLAY:  

0 men play middle tight and 
supporting outside overplay. 
Puckside 0-man slides to 
"overplay' position and plays 
Puck carrier. 

Weakside 0 plays middle and 
releases to neutral zone. Ez 
comes back hard and covers 
middle (high slot). 
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DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

HALF BOARDS OVERPLAY:  
DI can't pressure till half boards. 

Fl and D2 recognize pressure by 
DI and take away puck carriers • 

options. 
F2 back hard through middle and 
plays a zone coverage (2 vs. 1) on 
remaining? offensive opponents. 

Half Boards Overplay 

 

D. PENALTY KILL SYSTEMS NEUTRAL ZONE 5:4 

4 ACROSS "STACK" ON BLUE 
LINE: 

omen start in tight (inside 
dots) as. learn" pass. 

Fl and F2 cover outside lanes 
(forward or backward). 
Buckside D and/or forward 
force the puck carrier and/or 
support. 

4 Across 

 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

EARLY (NEAR BLUE)  
AGGRESSIVE OVERPLAY:  

If our neutral zone force has 
moved puck canter wide, our DI 
reads good mid support by Fl and 
overplays on opponent early. 

Fl may support behind DI for 
loose puck or cover opponent mid 
support deep lie. if they chip it in 
or use a same side dump). 
Backside D2 slides to middle to 
protect while aware of opponents 
third forward. F2 back hard 
through middle and "read". 

Early Overplay 
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DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

• IF PRESSURE CANNOT BE  
SUSTAINED:  

Scarnble back to an "Acfive 
Contain-  Box. 

• Stretch (high) and squeeze (low) 
feet and head moving. 

• Good stick position - take away 
passing lanes. 

• Good head position-awareness 
- communicate. 

• Keep pucks to outside - aware 
of backside "threat." 

Active Contain 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

GOAL LINE (OR BELOW).  
AGGRESSIVE:  

DI. or Fl get pressure on puck 
carrier down deep. 
Fl or 01 take away dose outlet 
pass up boards. 
D2 ready to jump on pass to 
opponent behind net. 
F2 back hard middle and Playing 
zone It vs. 2). 
131-F1-D2 are aggressive man to 
man. 	• 

•Show rotation versus opponents 
changing point of attack. 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

PRESSURE VERSUS HARD RIM:  

Same concept as Goal Line Pressure. 

DI breaks back hard to goat line or 'A 
boards. 

F2 breaks hard to defensive side of 
opponents 2".• forward. 
D1 'staying up" on overplay and on 
rim breaks back to net zone Deady to 
move on opponent behind net). 
Fl back hard middle and plays zone 
Is vs- 2). 

•Rotation versus opponents going back 
to other side. 

Pressure vs Hard Rim 
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DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

Net Diamond Force 

NET DIAMOND FORCE: 

DI recognizes chance to pressure 
puck C behind the net (to back 
hand?). 

02 holds normal position - avoid 
screen and challenge wraparound 
or walkout by player behind the 

El slides down to replace 01. 
F2 moves to middle of the triangle 
Illfront and covers slot and any O-
man coming in from the point. 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

*TRIGGER MOMENTS 
AGGRESSIVE:  

FORWARD DIAMOND POINT 
FORCE). 
El is key- forces point hard 
(inside-out) takes away the D to D 
Pan. 
DI reads Cl pressure and jumps up 
on support opponent. Work to try 
and force puck low. 
02 reads pressure of El and DI and 
slides toward pool ready tojumP 
down on low forward. 
F2 drops to cover slot - net area 11 

0 	 0, 	p5.2) 
*We have 3 man to man and F2 playing 

Forward Diamond 	
zone. 

,1 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 
*TRIGGER MOMENTS  
AGGRESSIVE:  
DEFENSE DIAMOND — FORCE AT 
HALF-BOARDS: 

DI recognizes poor control and 
Pressures player on SS boards to 
pass low. 
D2 slides to post - pressures low. 

El takes away puckside pointman. 
F2 drops to net - slot zonellvs. 

•3 man to man and El playing zone. Man 
and SS idea. 

Defensive Diamond 
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6. SYSTEM OPTIONS 5:3 

INVERTED TRIANGLE  
• Strongest versus split points. 
• Allows more pressure versus point 

shots. 

• May use 2 Forwards and 10efence 
or I Forward and 2 Defence_ 

• Most rotate quickly as a unit 
depending upon puck position. 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 5:4 

SHORT-HANDED FACE OFFS: 

Centre -Stalemate to get puck back-
on loss scramble out to board side 
point. 

Board D -Lock F- help to stalemate 
- then normal position (Lots) - back 
for puck (Win). 

Net D - Block and help C -go back for 
puck if closest (win) normal position 
on loss. 

Net F -Assume loss - out to points. 
Break to open on win (wide). Short Banded Raub" 

6. SYSTEM OPTIONS 5:3 
"REGULAR" TRIANGLE 1-2  

Used vs "Umbrella  type power 
ply 	p 	pl y th t w ks 
low or starts from half boards. 
Triangle 'rotates" to counter 
various power play options. 
• Requires more carnpact 

positioning. Try to keep puck 
to outside and utilize good 
shot blocking. 
Sty 	hI 	d k p 
'active" stick. 

• Have to collapse to rebound 
area. (Loose pucks) Regular Triangle 
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7. VIDEO REVIEW 
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